Music and Lyrics
Shel Silverstein

Sung by
Waylon Jennings

"She Moved Through the Fair"
Sung by Glen Tomasetti

Music Director
Ron Haffkine

Shel Silverstein was an American poet, singer-songwriter and composer, cartoonist, screenwriter and author of children's books. He has a wiki [here](#).

(Below: Shel Silverstein)

An LP soundtrack album (stereo) featuring music written by Shel Silverstein, and traditional ballads was released in 1970. It has been released in various editions, including a special edition. The music has also been made available in various territories on CD:

SIDE 1

*Ned Kelly* (vocals: Waylon Jennings) (4'03")
*The Wild Colonial Boy* (vocals: Mick Jagger) (3'10")
*Son Of A Scoundrel* (vocals: Kris Kristofferson) (2'13")
*Shadow of the Gallows* (vocal: Waylon Jennings) (2'58")
*Lonigan's Widow* (vocal: Waylon Jennings) (4'23")
*Stoney Cold Ground* (vocals: Kris Kristofferson) (3'45")

SIDE 2

*The Kelly's Keep Comin'* (vocals: Kris Kristofferson) (3'38")
“Ranchin’ in the Evenin’” (vocal: Waylon Jennings) (2'05")
“Blame It On The Kellys” (vocal: Waylon Jennings) (2'21")
“Pleasures Of A Sunday Afternoon” (vocal: Waylon Jennings) (2'17")
“Hey Ned” (vocals: Tom Ghent) (2'52")

(timings taken from the LP cover - these vary from actual timings on the LP)

United Artists Records
Catalog number: Stereo UAS 5213

Mick Jagger contributed only one song, with the main work being done by Waylon Jennings (wiki here) and Kris Kristofferson (wiki here). Mick Jagger's wiki here provides a filmography which suggests that his contribution to feature film drama is almost as slight as his contribution to the soundtrack.
The CD released by Ryko includes original dialogue from the film and an enhanced CD edition included a film clip.

*Ned Kelly* (vocals: Waylon Jennings) (4'03")
*Such is Life* (dialogue)
*The Wild Colonial Boy* (vocals: Mick Jagger) (3'10")
*Son Of A Scoundrel* (vocals: Kris Kristofferson) (2'13")
*Shadow of the Gallows* (vocal: Waylon Jennings) (2'58")
*If I Ever Kill* (dialogue)
*Lonigan's Widow* (vocal: Waylon Jennings) (4'23")
*Stoney Cold Ground* (vocals: Kris Kristofferson) (3'45")
*Ladies And Gentlemen* (dialogue)
*The Kelly's Keep Comin'* (vocals: Kris Kristofferson) (3'28")
*Ranchin' in the Evenin'* (vocal: Waylon Jennings) (2'05")
*Say* (dialogue)
*Blame It On The Kellys* (vocal: Waylon Jennings) (2'21")
*Pleasures Of A Sunday Afternoon* (vocal: Waylon Jennings) (2'17")
*Hey Ned* (vocals: Tom Ghent) (2'52")

Lionel Long had a go at Shel Silverstein's title track, *Ned Kelly*, on an LP *Close Up*.

LP, Columbia SOEX-9995, Side two track 1: